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        COMMODORE’S CORNER     

Welcome to the first Newsletter of this strange and eventful year of
pandemic and protests. In the midst of these events I think we are all hoping
to find a new normal that allows us to enjoy our boats and time on the water  
(though faithful crew may not get that). One thing seems certain – the
situation will be different in different places and your experience may be very
different from ours. I already know that around Lake Ontario some of our
members’ boats will not be in the water this year.

Here at PCYC many but not all boats are back in the water, and the combination of Provincial and 
Municipal regulations means that being here is a very different experience from usual. Maintaining your 
distance from friends met as you move around; masks to be worn on the docks and when launching, 
stepping your mast or doing anything in a space which makes it difficult to maintain the proper distance; no 
guests or crew that are not family; the clubhouse remaining closed, at least for now and probably for the 
summer - though there are plans for a take-out food service; no evening racing; no reciprocals to take 
advantage of – this is not a usual summer. And then there is the uncertainty about what people will be 
allowed to do when.

But we take a deep breath and do what we safely can, as I hope everyone is doing wherever they 
are. This too shall pass, and when it does we will be able to enjoy our beautiful boats and opportunities to 
sail again.

In the meantime, please stay safe, be kind and keep hoping.

Margaret Mair, Your Commodore
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      2020 GLAA Executive2020 GLAA Executive

Richard MairRichard Mair       Margaret Mair      Margaret Mair     Kris Coward    Kris Coward

John KitchenerJohn Kitchener Jeff WillisJeff Willis     Rob Feeney    Rob Feeney

There are still vacant positions on the GLAA Board of Directors.  

The time commitment is minimal when everybody shares the work and it's very a social 
atmosphere.  Board meetings usually happen quarterly in addition to the Annual General 
Meeting each January.  

If you have some time to spare and would like to play a more active role in your association, 
contact us using this email address:      albergcanada@gmail.com                                           

Help keep your organisation ... well... organised!
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DIRECTORS' REPORTSDIRECTORS' REPORTS

                                MembershipMembership

Usually by this time of the year we’ve done some long distance racing and are either getting ready      
for or have enjoyed the Syronelle.  Instead I’ve spent the time I did not expect to have working on the boat, 
refinishing woodwork and building new doors. Here at PCYC, they decided to make Monday evening racing 
virtual (using an app called Virtual Regatta, Inshore), at least in the spring and fall, so I’ve been doing that  
too. the club is hoping to have some permissible version of racing in July, but it depends on what the    
Province and Municipality say. It definitely will not be the usual version.                                            
Meantime, we’re getting ready to go out day-sailing.

For those whose boats are going in or already in the water, I hope you enjoy some time on the  
water. For those who boats are on land, I hope you get any work you need to done. And for our Associate 
and Crew Members, I hope restrictions loosen up enough for you to get some time on the water.

Richard Mair, Membership
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Join or Renew
online!

Visit

alberg.ca

and select theand select the
membership tabmembership tab
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DIRECTORS REPORTSDIRECTORS REPORTS
                Web Administration & Web Administration & 
                      Newsletter Editor Newsletter Editor 

Rob FeeneyRob Feeney
The 2020 sailing season.

It SHOULD be well underway; At least the maintenance and preparations to
get out on the water.

No such luck, folks.  For the third season in a row, Mother Nature has thrown a curve ball into our 
sailing aspirations.  
Apparently, the old girl couldn’t scare us off a third time with high water levels in the Great Lakes Basin.  So 
she threw us some snow along the waterfront In Toronto and Hamilton on this May 8th and 9th; the latest 
I’ve ever seen and even appreciable accumulations around the south end of Georgian Bay!
But we were even fine with that.  After all, this is Canada.  It’s not like snow is going to stop anything 
important from going forward.  Oh no!  

So Mother Nature got real cranky and brought us a global pandemic to keep us away from our 
harbours, our boats and even each other!
Thanks for that COVID-19.                  

I've found myself in an awkward and uncomfortable situation this season (probably a gross 
understatement).  Even though most of us now have the green light to go enjoy our boats to some extent, 
open heart surgery in March has put my own sailing season in doubt.  I was hoping, once I was back on my
feet, to at least have Kaithlyn in the water to enjoy just messing about; getting some maintenance done or, 
at least, getting some sunshine.  But that's turning out to be problematic due to a few setbacks associated 
with my recovery.

Unfortunately, a lot of our GLAA plans for this season are cancelled.  And now that the warm weather
has come to stay for a while, it makes the situation on all fronts, that much more frustrating for a sailor.  

We will keep on top of the website and definitely put out another newsworthy newsletter in the fall 
and again around the end of the year.  Most marina staff have returned to work shortly and most boats are 
now in the water where they belong.  Maybe Kaithlyn will not be too far behind as I’ve promised her (My 
A30) a new bootstrap before she goes in the water again!
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Rob Feeney,     Sailing (Ostensibly) 'Kaithlyn' AL30
#591      rfjfeeney@gmail.com

Got a story to tell?  
Here are a few ideas to fan the
flames of inspiration:

What maintenance projects have you done
on your Alberg?
How did it go?  Did everything come together
as you hoped or did you run into any
problems?  
Share your maintenance experience.

When did you first discover sailing?
When did you first discover Albergs?

What's the longest/biggest/scariest/most difficult/most 
fun/most (pick your own adjective and place here) trip or adventure 
you have had on your Alberg?  

Tell us the story.

Any misadventures you might care to share in your sailing experience?
Help me keep your newsletters informative and fun by sharing a story or two.

Forward submissions referencing the GLAA Newsletter to:  rfjfeeney@gmail.com
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ALBERG 30 BOAT HISTORY

A Listing of Alberg 30 vessels by hull number is now located on our website at <alberg.ca>.

This list was originally maintained by Mike Lehman of the Chesapeake Bay Alberg 30 Association, our sister (partner?) 
organisation in the Annapolis, Maryland area.  It is now administered by Jonathan Bresler who is also associated with the 
Chesapeake group.  Our thanks to both for their efforts to build and maintain this important piece of history for everyone.

Check out the spreadsheet online by following the link from our home page <alberg.ca> .  

Locate your own Alberg 30 hull number on the list.  

  

If you find that there is any information that is incorrect or missing, please 
notify the commodore.  It is important that we continue to add any additional 
information we can locate to ensure the accuracy and significance of this 
document and continue the Alberg legacy.
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WHO DUNNIT??WHO DUNNIT??

Ever wanted to take on a new project on your Alberg where there was ... let's call it
a bit of a learning curve?  Or have you ever needed to get something fixed or 
adjusted on your boat and not really been sure who could do it for you or where 
you could get information on how to do it yourself?  Well, this is the place to ask 
your questions and reach out to other Alberg owners for the right answers.  

THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND OUT ...THIS IS THE PLACE TO FIND OUT ...
WHO DUNNIT?WHO DUNNIT?

We all own very similar boats so, if you have come up against a task that needs doing and want to find out 
how to do it, send us your questions and we'll reach out to the Alberg owners' community to get the 
answers you need.

WE ARE ALWAYS EAGER FOR CONTRIBUTIONS!WE ARE ALWAYS EAGER FOR CONTRIBUTIONS!

AND NEW CONTRIBUTORS!AND NEW CONTRIBUTORS!
Every subject is welcome from cleaning the bilge to cooking a meal.

DROP US AN EMAIL AND SHAREDROP US AN EMAIL AND SHARE
YOUR ADVICEYOUR ADVICE
albergcanada@gmail.comalbergcanada@gmail.com

oror

rfjfeeneyrfjfeeney    @gmail.com@gmail.com    
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'RUNNING FREE''RUNNING FREE'

THANKS VERY MUCH TO CHRIS BORGAL THANKS VERY MUCH TO CHRIS BORGAL 

FOR SENDING THIS UPDATE ON LIFE WITH  HIS ALBERG 37, 'RUNNING FREE.'FOR SENDING THIS UPDATE ON LIFE WITH  HIS ALBERG 37, 'RUNNING FREE.'  

So, as requested by several members at
the Alberg AGM, I am pleased to relate some of
the successes of Running Free (A37) over the
past couple of years.

In 2018, Running Free and her crews
were able to win their division in the Susan Hood
race (roughly 90 miles) on Lake Ontario. She
finished 4th in her division (white sail, fully
crewed), in the LO 300 white sail course (roughly
300 km) and managed a first in the 100 mile
short handed race (Double handed white sail).
She also won some other flags in club racing to
complete a good season including a seond place
in an AHMEN race (approximately 15 miles).

In 2019, she did even better with a 3rd place finish in the LO 300; and a second win in the 100 mile 
short handed race. In fact, Running Free managed two firsts, a second, and a third in the Lake Ontario 
Short Handed series which earned her a part of a three way tie for the Memorial Trophy and division firsts 
for both the complete series and the day sail series. In addition, a win in the AHMEN series and a third in 
the club series along with other flags completed the season.

As a result, Running Free won the "Hole in the Wall" Trophy at Queen City YC both in 2018 and 2019
which awards the best results for a vessel in inter-club racing. She was also the recipient of the Parkinson 
trophy for both years which is the most prestigious QCYC trophy and is awarded for outstanding results for 
a season  (the trophy is a silver model of the whole clubhouse at 1/8” scale).

To cap it off, a surprise award was received recently at the Toronto Boat show presented by the 
PHRF-LO group for all of Lake Ontario (PHRF - Lake Ontario is the handicapping board for the lake including
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both Ontario and U.S. clubs). 

Out of 599 boats eligible for scoring on all races on the lake, Running Free 
placed 12th. The Brian Chapman award was presented for her standing in the Toronto West 

division of PHRF - LO for second place among 213 boats (all classes). Brian passed away a couple 
of years ago and the trophy is an appropriate memorial for Running Free as Brian, who ran UK Sails in 
Toronto, provided the sails for her just prior to his passing.

We’ve therefore had a couple of great years. Despite the extra weight due to the ornate carvings on 
the boat, and the teak decks (all done by Freddy Mayerhofer, the original owner), with a good suit of sails 
an A37 can still do well if sailed up to her rating. I was at Hamilton Yacht Club last summer and bumped 

into an old friend who said to his buddies there 
that not only was I restoring Running Free but I 
was “campaigning” her.  And he then gave me a
big hug as most older members of QCYC have a 
soft spot in their hearts for the big "yellow boat”.
We are continuing the restoration of the teak 
and fittings and other upgrades - the engine, for
instance, needs to be bolted to the shaft after a 
complete head-off overhaul over the winter 
while some halyards have been re-rigged to 
make it easier to set the downwind pole.

I hope this gives all Alberg owners a bit of 
inspiration in keeping up their boats and 
maximising their potential for fun and good 
times.  We will be racing again this summer, 
with no great expectations (we never have any, 
and so her performance is a continuing surprise 
and delight to us and to the consternation of a 
lot of sailors with much newer and fancier 
boats!!).  If we do well, it will be a bonus to the 

great results from the past year - but the point is enjoying some competition, sailing well in good and bad 
weather, and wringing the most out of this beautifully designed vessel.

Cheers to all and wishes for everyone to have a fun and safe season in 2020.

Chris Borgal, A37 'Running Free'
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CRUISING & RACING REPORT   CRUISING & RACING REPORT   
GLAA Alberg 30 Racing & Cruising

  Planning for 2020

Syonelle Cup International Challenge 2020
Regrettably the Syronelle has been canceled due to the Covid
19 pandemic

GLAA Great lakes Championship 2020 TBA
National Yacht Club *
August 22, 2020 
The National yacht Club is always welcoming and we have
tentative conformation to hold this event again at the NYC.  I
welcome suggestions and discussion about hosting this race at
other venues with a view to increase GLAA visibility on the lake

CRUISING/ RACING 
We welcome suggestions and discussion, with a view to re
establish our cruising events.  These events such as our GLAA
Rendezvous, could include some light hearted fun races and
possibly some on the hard seminars.
 
Rankin Memorial Regatta  Sept 25-27, 2020

Hosted by the Chesapeake Bay Alberg 30 Association 
out of the Potapskut Sailing Association on the Magothy River 

In spite of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, it is possible that the Rankin Regatta will still happen.        
That said, the border restrictions currently in place precluding pleasure travel to (possibly) and from 
(definitely) the USA, not to mention the potential for mandatory quarantine upon returning home, should 
border crossings be allowed in the September.  

All this makes the likelihood of Canadians attending complicated at best.  Hoping for the best possible 
outcome over the next two months, it is prudent to plan to ensure participation numbers and allow the 
Americans the time necessary to prepare for the possibility of our arrival.  

However, we'll wait and see.
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I believe as the current situation stands, The RANKIN should be considered a 
TBA for our participation.

John and I invite comments on how we can make GLAA racing and cruising a better experience for 
the members. There have been suggestions of having flying sails for the Syronelle or other races. Another 
suggestion was that we alternate years for international races to alleviate yearly attendance pressure.  In 
other words, race the  Syronelle one year and Rankin the next. 
This may help increase participation for traveling teams. 
We welcome input on these items and any other suggestions.

Marc Decorte 
on behalf of 
John Kitchener
GLAA Director of Racing
A30 #648 'JAZZ'
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BUILDING AN ELECTRIC BUILDING AN ELECTRIC 
MOTOR FOR 'CANDY CANE'MOTOR FOR 'CANDY CANE'

KRIS COWARD (PART 1 OF 3; BACKGROUND)KRIS COWARD (PART 1 OF 3; BACKGROUND)

So a while back Candy Cane’s Atomic 4 started belching oil-burning smoke, and eventually failed to 
start. Given the timeline of that failure, it’s a pretty safe bet that the piston rings and the cylinder wall were 
no longer properly isolating the cylinder from the crankcase, and that the scope of work involved in fixing it 
would be close enough to a rebuild (also there were enough leaks, loose-fitting couplings, etc.) that it may 
as well get rebuilt.

I figured that for the cost to order all the parts I’d need for a rebuild, I could probably just get a Moyer 
rebuild and save myself a lot of time, but that was pretty expensive, and I’d had a hankering to repower to 
electric for over a decade. As luck would have it, I was soon to learn that I could probably get an Electric 
Yacht motor for about the cost of a Moyer rebuild — but I could also possibly put something together myself
for a few thousand less (assuming that my time is worth nothing — more more accurately, that I’d enjoy the
work enough for its value not to be an issue). On top of all this, I’d had an opportunity to take a look at an 
Electric Yacht motor, and found it to be a remarkably simple piece of machinery: just an electric motor 
driving a shaft via a belt.

So I consulted with a friend who has a bit of a hobby restoring shop machinery, and a couple of friends with
professional experience with machining and the design and maintenance of industrial machinery, and came 
up with an initial design:

A 5KW 3 phase electric motor driven by a 48V solid state controller (Golden Motor Canada has such a motor
and driver for a combined price of around $1500) , mounted to the aft face of a piece of rectangular steel 
tube (which would be mounted on the aft engine mounts by way of angle iron support flanges. It would 
connect to the prop shaft via a 7/8″ transfer shaft, and this shaft would be connected to the motor by a pair
of V-belts with pulleys sized to provide a 5:2 reduction (simply put, a 5″ pulley and a 2″ pulley).

To hold the transfer shaft in the box-steel frame, my shop-tool-fixing friend recommended the use of a self-
aligning pillow bearing, and I agreed (well except that I decided a flange mount made more sense than a 
pillow mount), since we overestimated how difficult it would be to align such a light motor (compared to an 
A4) to the prop shaft, and with a V-belt, keeping the motor shaft and transfer shaft parallel wasn’t quite as
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 important as it might be with, say, a timing belt.

Needless to say, this motor ended up being something of a prototype and a learning 
experience (so I don’t feel as bad about not having any pictures of it).

The first major problem we had was when the lagoon where I normally moor my boat started to fill in with 
weeds as the summer progressed. It might seem like an advantage that a V-belt can slip if the prop gets 
fouled on, say, a mooring line, and maybe keep the prop shaft from getting bent. It turns out to be a 
disadvantage however, when the belt can also slip instead of transferring the necessary torque to cut 
through thick enough weeds fouling the prop.

The solution to this seemed simple enough:
ditch the V-belts and their pulleys, and switch
to a timing belt and get pulleys for it. One
hitch was that we’d machined the frame to
have a fixed distance between the motor
shaft and transfer shaft (mostly because I did
a really poor job of measuring the size of the
bolt circle on the motor, and we ended up
cutting the mounting holes as slots in more of
an X configuration (that could take an
assortment of 4-hole bolt circle sizes) than an
H configuration (that would only fit one size
of bolt circle, but allow the motor to be slid
up and down while the bolts were loose).
Naturally, this meant that there was no pulley
and belt combination which both
approximated the desired 5:2 reduction and,
with the shaft spacing fabricated into the
frame, would work with a belt size that divided evenly by any common pitch between the teeth (you can 
stretch a V-belt because it doesn’t have teeth and you don’t have to worry about them lining up properly 
with the pulleys — a timing belt OTOH…).

The solution for that snag also seemed reasonably straighforward: add an idler to take up slack in the belt. 
Of course we didn’t really leave any room inside the frame for a proper idler. Consequently, I just bought a 
stack of bearings that I could slide onto a bolt running through the frame as a sort of idler axle, and a
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 (much smaller) stack of washers that I could put on either side of the bearings 
to keep them from slding fore and aft along their axle. Needless to say, this didn’t really work 

as well as planned, and once I brought the motor above about 20% power, the tension on the idler-
hack knocked it out of parallel with the pulleys. Since it didn’t have any crown shape to it, getting unaligned 
like this caused the belt to want to drift from the higher tension side towards the lower tension side, until it 
had drifted so far in that direction that it tried to feed onto the flange of one of the pulleys instead of the 
teeth, and was subsequently ripped apart.

Another issue arose when replacing the belt: in order to keep the shaft alignment at all sane under 
belt tension, there are bearings to support it on both the front and back of the frame (after all, the fact that 
they’re self-aligning bearings provides absolutely no guarantee that they’ll self-align the way we’d ideally like

them to, instead of, say, taking the alignment that minimizes belt tension. Of course this means that to 
install or remove a belt, the shaft has to be at least partially removed from the frame, and for this the pulley
needs to be able to slide along it.

When we were using V-belt pulleys, the 2″ pulley on the motor was connected to the shaft by a set 
screw (and the 3/16″ key to transfer torque). The lower (5″) pulley was connected by a split taper bushing, 
but it was a small one whose tightening and loosening screws could be accessed through a hole that fit 
neatly under the forward bearing. With timing belt pulleys needing to remain secure much more reliably, the
transfer pulley took a much larger bushing, and the motor pulley also took a bushing (in fact I was able to 
reuse the bushing from the 5″ V-belt pulley on the 2-ish” timing belt pulley). This meant a larger hole to 
access the bushing screws for the lower pulley and an entirely new hole to access the screws for the upper 
pulley. Both of these were hurriedly carved out in the middle of the night with a die grinder, in the hopes 
that I’d get the motor repaired well enough to make it to a race the next day.

By the time I got everthing sorted well enough to have at least some nominal auxilliary propulsion, it was 
apparenty that the accumulation of hacks to keep the existing design working was getting too large, and it 
was time to build a new frame to correct some of the design flaws (though the design flaw of continuing to 
use a self-aligning bearing was kept firmly in place).

Another glitch in the initial setup (but not really a design flaw) that caused me to have to begin the season 
with a tow, instead of the glorious maiden voyage of the new motor, was that I figured out that I could 
attach the existing cockpit control for the A4’s throttle to a linear potentiometer (i.e. a slider). What I didn’t
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 know was that the controller supported two input modes for the throttle wires: 
Hall effect sensor, and potentiometer — and that the factory default was Hall effect. It was 

easy enough to change, though I had to buy a programming cable for the controller (but it came with
the programming software, and the interface for the settings was reasonably intuitive).

All of these things having been figured out, a new off-season was upon me, with seemingly plenty of time 
fabricate a new frame, and rebuild the motor with the design flaws mostly removed.

(Lots of photos of Kris' workmanship will follow 

in the next two segments coming in the autumn and winter editions of the newsletter!)

This article and the two to follow later this year bring up a question.

And we'd like some feedback.
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How many Alberg 30 owners still have the original Atomic 4 engine in their boats?

I know I do and, as long as she keeps starting up when I turn the key and, provided her gasoline engine
doesn't blow the ass (AKA transom) off of my boat (still the original fuel tank too!) I'll stick with it.

However, the minute the Atomic 4 starts giving me serious grief, I'm following in the footsteps of wiser souls
and going all electric!

See you in the fall.

Have a safe and happy sailing season!
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